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D. Redlinger

The Evolution of the Architectural Décor

on the Quwwa al-Islam Mosque

This essay focuses on the guwwaal-islam mosque,
which is located in a suburb of New Delhicalled
Merauli, 13 kms south of ConnoughtPlace.Its aim
is to show the developmentofthe architecture, the
cultural uses, and the meaning of the mosque also
knownas the qutb minar complex. This develop-
ment will be discussed on the basis of a few
selected examples. The construction of the mosque
was begun bythe end of the 12" century, shortly
after the conquest of northern India during the
reign of the Ghiirid Mu‘izz al-Din b. Sam (r. 1173-
1206) and underthe supervision of his ghulam and
deputy in India Qutb al-Din Aybak (r. 1206-
1210). After its construction, the building was
altered, extended and adapted under Shamsal-Din
Iltutmish (r. 1211-36) and ‘Ala al-Din Khaldji
(r. 1296-1316), as the medium for a programmat-
ically-formulated andreligiously-founded claim to
power by the Muslim rulers. The architectural
evolution of the mosque runs parallel to the
growing importance of the Muslim empire in
northern Indiain relation to other Muslim regions
during this period. After having ceased to serve as
the Friday Mosqueas a result of the relocation of
political and administrative centre, the mosque
nevertheless retained its prominence in Indo-Is-
lamic architecture. This importance manifestsitself
in the manyarchitectural elements such as the qutb
minar that are often integrated into later buildings
(Koch 1991, 95ff.).

Because of the long use of this exceptionally
important mosque, and the extensive building
Operations in the guwwa al-islam complex, the
various influences and changes in the building
technology can be analysed very well. The differ-
ent styles of its exterior clearly show a develop-
ment from the static and decorative elements
influenced by different architectural traditions that
were prevalent at the time. An analysis of this
process also allows us to view the craftsmen,
master builders and architects involved in the
construction, and to see to what extent non-
Muslim and Muslim craftsmen and architects have
cooperated in it. Besides an analysis of the con-
struction techniques, the building offers the pos-
sibility to examine the intentions by which these

different — partly non-Muslim — architectural tra-
ditions were integrated in an importantreligious
building, and to ask whether this knowledge was
consciously used by the Muslim rulers as a means
of propaganda, against the backdrop of a foreign
ideological context. These thoughts comeespecial-
ly to mind when comparisonsare madeto theearly
Islamic buildings constructed in the 7century,
such as the Great Mosque in Damascus and the
Domeof the Rock in Jerusalem. These buildings
are among the most heavily symbolic buildings of
the Islamic world, but nevertheless followed pre-
vious Non- Muslim traditions (Flood 2001a,5 ff.).
The main difference between the architecture of
the Ummayyads during the 7% and 8"centuries,
and that of the Islamic rulers of the Indian
subcontinent between the 12" and early 13" cen-
turies, is that the latter could draw on already
existing Islamic architectural traditions established
under the Islamic Dynasties of the Ghaznawids
and Ghiirids (Welch/Keshani/Bain 2002, 12ff.) or
others like the ‘Abbasids. After the seizure of
power in an area almost exclusively inhabited by
a non-Muslim population,the first Muslim dynas-
ty on the Indian subcontinent wasestablished. The
Muslim rulers set up a few military bases, like
Ajmer (Hillenbrand 1988; Meister 1972) and Delhi,
which became major political centres due to their
strategically important locations. These new pro-
vincial towns were mostly developed from already
existing settlements, such as the fortress town of
qul ‘a ray pithorain the case of Delhi. After military
stabilisation the new powerelite tried to establish
their own cultural and manorial program as a
symbol of sovereignty under the sign of the
Muslim creed, contrary to previous North Indian
tradition. This could only be done through the
adaptation of existing cultural elements, which
often seemed to differ from orthodox Islamic
ideology. This was to enable a better understand-
ing of the new culture and religion among the
largely non-Muslim population, and to supportits
integration.

Keeping this in mind, it is no wonder that the
quwwa al-islam mosque — which served as the
main Friday mosque and the most important  
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Fig. 1. Eastern riwaq in Aybak’s mosque. Photo: D. Re-

dlinger.

religious building of the Muslim community and
the new powerelite — was erected in 1191/2 in
the former stronghold /élkot (after an inscription
onthe eastern gateway), probably on the remains
of a former non-Muslim building, as some scholars
such as Page (1926, 6) have supposed. In this
function, it became a clear means of expression for
the new religion and culture. During the first
construction phase, the design of the quwwa al-
islam complex hardly differed from an ordinary
court mosque with an sabn surrounded by riwaqs
and a haram. Threestairways, framed and covered
by massive archways,lead from thenorth, theeast,
and the west to the mosque. The whole mosque
is located on a plinth measuring 214 x 149 feet.
There are two-storey sections in the cornerof the
mosque whose original use as a Zandna or a
maqsura cannot be established with certainty.
Around 1198 a pishtaq in front of the baram, and
the first floor of a tower (the so-called gutb minar)

were added.
Based ontheirfield investigations, Cunningham

and Beglar (Cunningham 1966, 27ff.) and Page
(1926, 6ff.) assumed that the western half of the
mosque’s plinth had originally been a temple
platform and that the eastern half was added as
part of the transformation into a mosque. The
continuous ornamentation of the plinth, whose

 

patterns come from the canon of temple architec-
ture, and some drainage systems that had been
found in the northwest of the complex, support
their hypothesis. Moreover, the frequently cited
Arabic traveller Ibn Batitta tells us, in a descrip-
tion of the mosque, that it served as a Hindu
temple called al-bhat khana ("house of demon
[idol] worshiping”) before the occupation of Delhi
by the Muslim rulers (Cunningham 1966, 46).
However, both the size and the ground plan of
the western half of the platform contradict the
assumption that most of the plinth was part of a
former non-Muslim sanctum. This now controver-
sial hypothesis can therefore only be verified by
an extensive excavation on this site. Nevertheless,
although the plinth may not have been re-used
temple platform, its ornamentation undoubtedly
refers to temple architecture. Thus, the use orre-
use of the plinth continues, on the one hand, the
regionalreligious tradition, and on the other hand
indicates a transfer of construction techniques
from the Ghirid homeland, where many early
mosques in the Persian area, such as in Siisa in
Khisistan or Siraf also have a plinth (Finster 1994,

5):

The location of the domes undoubtedly corre-
sponds to models previously found in the Islamic
architectural tradition. In this context, the mosque
fits into the series of western Islamic examples in
which the honorific character of the dome marks
important parts within a building such as the
mibrab area. The shape of the domes — built as
corbelled constructions — and their ornamentation
is unusual for Islamic architecture outside of India,
and they rest on octagonal bases with lintels and
architraves. This allows us to conclude that Indian
craftsmen were almost exclusively involved in the
construction. Indian craftsmen preferred this type
of dome to the true domeusually found in Muslim
architecture (Fischer 1974, 47). Owing to the
adaptation of the architrave, it can be hypothet-
ically conjectured that the dome constructions
were perhaps taken in one piece from surrounding
temples. This conjecture is based on the observa-
tion that a great numberof architraves have been
re-used as spolia by cutting them into the appro-
priate size or by adding intermediary parts. The
same method has probably been used for the
domes themselves. This hypothesis also rests upon
an inscription on the eastern gateway which says:

“This fort was conquered and this Friday
mosque [masjdid djami‘] was built in the month
of the year 587 by the amir, the great and glorious
commanderof the army qutb al-dawla wa al-din,
amir al-’umara Aybak, sultani, may God strength-
en his helpers. The materials of 27 temples, on each
of which 2000000 d:liwal had been spent, were
used in this mosque. May God the great and
glorious have mercy on him whoshouldpray for
the faith of the good builder” (Page 1926, 29).
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Fig. 2. Inscription in the eastern
archway in Aybak’s mosque.

Photo: D. Redlinger.

Besides the domes and architraves, the columns
of the mosque would also give the impression that
they stem from a non-Muslim sanctum if they
were not sotall. The richly decorated columns of
the riwaqs consist of two column shafts, placed
in pairs one on top ofthe other, and supplemented
by intermediary stones,a capital and base(fig. 1).
Some of the columns display kirttimukha or
figurative illustrations in which the figures have
been to a large extent decapitated. Due to the
disfiguration and the different decoration on most
of the columns, it is assumed in reference to the
inscription that all the columns wereoriginally
taken from demolished temples. However, recog-
nising that each column was supposed to be made
from two former column shafts, the vast number
of columns speaks against such a thesis, as it is
hardly conceivable that so many temples were
located in the vicinity. Therefore, it can be argued
that local craftsmen carved the columnshafts using
the example of columns from demolished temples.
This way, they could ensure the uniformity of the
columns. Thus, local construction traditions were
incorporated, but were arranged in a way that
corresponded to the views andreligious needs of
the Muslims. Besides their static function, the
composition of the columnsalso took into account
aesthetic considerations. For instance, none of the
columns have been placed upside down, and the
composition has clearly been inspired by their
former arrangementin temple architecture. Due to
the fact that no remaining plaster covering has
been found,it appears that the decorative elements
were generally understood and deliberately used.
The tradition of re-using prestigious construction
elements within Muslim buildings dueto the value
of the construction material or the importance of
their place within the original building can be very
well observed in many mosques in Syria of the
Umayyad period or later in the Maghrib. Besides
the mosques of Qayrawan, the mosque of Cordoba

 

 

also serves as an example (Ewert/Wisshak 1981,
32ff., figs. 19-23). In addition to the usage of
spolia, attempts were also made to forge or copy
these highly-valued construction materials in order
to obtain them in larger quantities. In the large
mosque in Medina or the al-Aqsa mosque in
Jerusalem the columns were assembled from or-
dinary stone and then plastered and stuccoed in
order to resemble columns made of marble
(Creswell 1969, 158f., fig. 81-82). With regard to
the two mosques in the Maghrib, the haram of
each mosquehas been highlighted by columnsthat
clearly differ from the other columns in the
mosque. Judging by the foundation level andits
composition, there are grounds for supposing that
they remained in situ as part of an earlier temple
platform or were re-used in an ensemble of spolia.

Beside the structural elements and the later
erected pishtaq, many decorative elements were
almost exclusively used as spolia material in the
mosque. The majority of these decorative elements
consist of figurative depictions in the form of
panels, columns andcapitals. While larger figura-
tive depictions on the columns andtheir capitals
have been beheaded, manyfigurative panels remain
intact. From the on-site photographs of Cunning-
ham, Page and Cole (Cole 1872, 67ff.), it cannot
be ascertained whether the panels with figurative
illustrations were removed and replaced during
restoration work or perhaps cleaned from obscur-
ing stucco. Only for one panel with figurative
decoration has it been documented thatits front
side with the figurative illustration was built into
the wall and that the rear side was furnished with
an inscription from the Koran (Page 1926,pl. 9d/
e). In contrast to the panels, it can be assumed that
the remaining figurative depictions integrated into
the decoration of the columns and capitals, such
as the kirttimukha (figs. 1-2), and a few other
inconspicuousillustrations of figures or animals
could easily be seen. This observation contradicts  
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Fig. 3. Small Entrance to the baram in

(Photo: D. Redlinger).

Aybak’s mosque.

the description of Nizami, the court historian of
Aybak, whosuggeststhatall figurative illustrations
in the conquered fortress Jalkot were destroyed
(Elliot 1869, 67). This seems to have been a
politically motivated exaggeration, since manyspolia
with figurative depictions still remain.

Due to the existence of well-preserved figura-
tive depictions, the question can be raised as to

whether this decoration was tacitly accepted
even consciously used by the Muslim constructors
as a decorative elementin the construction of the
first mosque. For example, was the apotropaic
function of the kirttimukhadeliberatelyreintegrat-
ed. A possible answeris offered by a kirttimukha
located in the east entrance belowthe inscription
specified above (fig. 2). Since the inscription and
the illustration were cut from one piece of stone,

an unconscious reintegration seems impossible. It
stands to reason that the meaningofthekirttimukha
as a support for the inscription was deliberately
employed by the Muslims. Since the inscriptionis
made in a veryskilful naskhi, it is quite probable
that a Muslim craftsman was involveddirectly in
the production of this panel. Given the back-
ground specified<above,thefact that the kirttimukha
image remains intact on the spolia columnsindi-
cates that the Muslimsdid not see the decorations

as purely decorative elements, but rather used them
for their own purposes as abstract symbols of fame
and honour. A further exampleofa textual transfer
of pre-Islamic decorative traditions is a miniature
shrine or vydli over anentrance inside the building,
or parts of non-figurative depictions including
miniature shrines at both sides of the eastern
entrance. The samecanalso besaid for the frame
of a small entrance in the northwest of the mosque,
which definitely originates as a single piece from
a temple(fig. 3). An apotropaic effect was probably

intended here as well. A similar use of pharaonic
spolia in doorlintels or thresholds is documented
for the Mamluk architecture in Egypt. For exam-
ple, in the lintel of the mosque of ‘Uthman
Katkhuda (1147/1734), which is Mamlukin origin,

pre-Islamic spolia with snake depictions have been
integrated, also suggesting a protective function.

Taking into account the fact that somefigura-
tive depictions were consciously integrated into
the building, and that some illustrations with a
recognizablyerotic content were
haram, the second question arises as to when and
why someof the motifs were first integrated and

then destroyed. One assumption would be that
these elements were onlydestroyedatalater date,
and even then onlythose depictions,like the larger

illustrations of dancers, which immediately caught
thevisitor’s eye. Potentially, this destruction could
have taken place shortly after Aybak’sreign, as
someof the Ghirid mosquesstill possessfigurative
depictions; for example, a duck flies within the
upper range of the dome of the Shahi mosque of
Bari Khatiandan elephant capital is foundin the
Caurasi Kambha mosque at Kaman, nearoo
pur, Rajasthan (Meister 1993, 449ff., pl. XLV89).
Al-Magqdisi mentions bull-headed pupsinabs fot
in an early mosque in Istakhr in southern Iran,

which today no longer exists (Creswell 1969, 21).

even found in the

However, why and when were many figurative

depictions later destroyed? Certainly, it would

have been mucheasier to replace these decorative
elements such as the capitals with undecorated
building material during construction. The de-

struction of figurative depictions may have taken

place at the beginning of therule ofthe Iltutmish,
as from that time only a fewfigurative elements
were used in Muslim architecture in northern

India.

The pishtaq, an important Western Islamic

architectural element, which was erected together
with the qutb minarin the year 1198, reveals very

clearly the cultural roots ofthis religious complex
in contrast to the other buildings. Both structures

were addedafter the Ghirid ruler Mu‘izz al-Din

bestowed on Aybak thetitle of “wali ‘ahl-i

hindustan”. As a result, Aybak was given unlim-
ited control over the conquered north of India, and

this mosque was to become an important symbol

of his power. Nevertheless, the nomination of the

Ghirid rulers Mu‘izz al-Din Muhammad and

i)
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Ghiyath al-Din, as well as the laqab “sultani” or
“mu‘izzi” demonstrates his dependence on his
former masters. As appears to be the case with
regard to the qutb mindr, did the pishtaq serve as
a new sign of power and Muslim sovereignty? Or
was it intended to islamize the very “un-Islamic”
haram bythe construction of a new facade?It is
very clear that the construction, as well as the form
and composition of the decorations and inscrip-
tions on the pishtaq, was outlined by Muslim
supervisors in accordance with Muslim models
from the western Islamic areas, like Afghanistan
and Iran. The actual execution, however, relied on
regional technologies and the knowledge of local
craftsmen. For instance, the ogee arch which — at
first glance — appears to be Islamic was built in
the form of a corbelled construction, which is
more commonin non-Islamic, Indian architecture
(Fischer 1974, 112). The same applies also to the
arrangement and thematic design of the inscrip-
tions or the triangular panels above the arch and
the decorative bands of the pishtaq. For example,
the use of scroll systems and the geometrical
patternsof the triangular panels is — beside inscrip-
tions — a commonlyuseddesignin Islamic building
decoration. Therefore, there are grounds for the
assumption that the few ‘ulama’, following the
army campaign, were responsible for the stencil-
like planning of these designs. However, within the
guidelines of the Muslim master builders, the
individual motifs were executed bynative crafts-
menaccording to their traditional models and any
missing specifications were supplemented bytheir
own ideas. Examples of this are the very vegetal,
almostfleshy scrolls, the flower patterns within the
triangular panels, or the vase-forms at the lower
end of the pishtaq, in the central opening (fig.4).
In the same way, the local decorative tradition
shows its influence in the Persian and Arabic
inscriptions, which are overloaded with vegetal
patterns. With this careful integration of native
decorative traditions into an architecture which at
first glance appears to be of Islamic form, a
developmentof Indo-Islamic architecture began in
the last years of the rule of Aybak, and emerged
during the reign of his successorsasa territorially
independent Islamic decorative canon.

Political changes under Iltutmish (a mamliak
and son-in-law of Aybak whoruled from 1211 to
1236), resulted in Delhi becoming the seat of

government of a sovereign empire in northern
India, in total independence of the Ghiridterri-

tory. The town fast developed into a flourishing
political and cultural metropolis of the Muslim
territory of northern India. In the year 1228/29
khalifa Mustansir bi-allah from Baghdadofficially
declared the northern Indian areas as an independ-
ent sultanat of the ‘Abbasid empire. As a result,
considerable importance was placed upon the Friday
Mosque as the most importantreligious building
of the sultanat in which the khutbha was read. From

 
Fig. 4. Detail of the pishtaq of Aybak’s mosque. (Photo:
D. Redlinger).

1223 to 1230, under the rule of Iltutmish, the
mosque was extended bya surrounding colonnade
and a larger haram, together with a symmetrical
pishtaq located in front of it. The gutb minar was
completed with three further floors and a grave
structure was built in the northwest of the mosque.
The planning of the extension under Iltutmish was

strongly geared towards its predecessor in its
symmetryas well as in its ornamental decoration.
The extension — reminiscent of a zawiyya — was
added without any modifications to the original
building, as was the case in many mosques, such
as the great mosques in Isfahan and Cordoba. In
particular, the Jaqab of Iltutmish which is called
“qutbi” or “sulténi” in the inscriptions of the
building, preserves a clear relationship to the
buildings of his former master.

In spite of these strong connections, an inde-
pendent “Indo-Islamic” architectural decoration
developed under IItutmish. Islamic traditions, from
models derived fromcultural andpolitical Islamic
centres in Mesopotamia or Iran, are increasingly
integrated into the architecture. The prevalent
Indian decorative traditions experience a process
of “Islamization” through techniques suchas styl-
isation and abstraction. This Islamization of the
architecture wascertainlyinfluenced bythe ghulam  
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education of Iltutmish in Baghdad and Bukhara
(Digby 1970, 75ff.). One of he most unambiguous
examples of this Western Islamic influence is the
grave at the qibla-wall of the mosque. The square
and, formerly, domedgrave introduces a newtype
of architecture and cult form into India, which is
to be foundin the later series of buildings con-
structed in the Islamic countries like Persia, Af-
ghanistan, Transoxania and in the Punjab. This
structure laid the foundation for the grave cult
which reached its climax underthe Great Moguls.

The inclusion of elements from the Islamic canon
of architecture underIltutmish suggests the immi-
gration ofartists and craftsmen from otherwestern
Islamic countries. The construction of the squinch
in the grave appears to be a good example of the
experimental collaboration between Indian and
Muslimcraftsmen, resulting in a synthesis between

Indiancivil engineering andIslamic aesthetics. The
crossing of a square base and an octagonal dome-
drum with a corbelled dome was formed by a
squinch with a slightly twisted arch and a half
dome behind — doxeued 1like a lotus. This con-
struction shows ihe attempt to realise Islamic
elements through existing local knowledge of
architecture. Another example of the synthesis of
both cultural areas are the block-corbels in the
angles of the octagonal dome-drum showing the
words “allah” instead of the usual images of the
god within the form of a miniature shrine. The
previously mentionedstylisation and abstraction
of the decorative patterns can be observed on the
pishtaq of the extension (fig. 5). The decorative
elements of the first pishtaq, such as the supporting
columns and their vase base, wave scrolls and

spiral scrolls were used again in a morestylised
form. Atfirst glance, the entire decoration on the
extension appears more two-dimensional, without
the nearly three-dimensional ornamentalart of the
pishtaq erected during the reign of Aybak(fig.4).
In addition, the decorations appear far less alive
and individual, but more symmetrically and repet-
itively arranged. The best examples of this are the
wave andspiral scrolls or the geometrically-ar-
ranged, abstracted flower panels over the mibrab.
The latter element in Islamic architecture can be
frequently found on the exterior walls within the
inner courtyard of several mosques, such as the
al-Azhar mosque in Cairo. A further example
consists of lustre-painted tiles of a mibrab from
Kashan (1226) nowexhibited at the museum of

Islamic Art in Berlin.

The development of the columnsalso progressed
under Iltutmish, including both their decorative
effect and their function. While the columnsofthe
mosque of Aybak consisted to a large extent of
assembled spolia, the columns of the extension
were all made especially for this building. Al-
though these columns are made up of several

segments, like those of the first mosque — a base,
a capital, and twoshafts separated by an interme-
diate stone — the major difference between them,
however, is that the columns of the extension are
all without decoration. Interestingly, elements from
the Indian repertoire of column forms, such as the
octagonal segmentof the shaft, can still be found.
Therefore, it seems that elements of the Indian
columnsystem were adopted here, as was the case
for the columns in the first mosque. This also
becomes clear when one looks closely at the
development of the decorative columns found on
both sides of an entrance or at the cornerof the
building. These form an important componentof
Indo- faliigie building decoration, beginning with
the reign of lessen The use of decorative
columns was surely influenced by other Islamic
models, such as Saldjugid architecture in Transox-
ania and Iran (Leisten 1998, 84). It developed its
own form, however, on the Indian Subcontinent.

The column shafts on either side of the entrances
of the mausoleum, or on the pishtaq of the

extension (fig.5), all have an octagonal section
which is otherwise unknownin Islamic architec-
ture to the west of northern India. In addition, the
one or more intermediate stones, and the two or
three column shafts, whose composition follows
the pattern of the first mosque, cannot be found
in Islamic architecture except in northern India.

A further
Iltutmish towards an independentdecorationis the
vase form. It encloses each columnat the top and
at the bottom. Onthe pishtaq of Aybak, this vase

illustrated at ground level close to the

opening(fig. 4). Hehehe some leaves, a patravalli
grows out of the vase, and surrounds the entire
opening. On the pishtaq ofIltutmish, the patrav-
alli is replaced by the decorative
inscriptions (fig. 5). However, the pattern of the
patravalli is taken up in a strongly stylised way
through a geometrical scroll. A connection be-
tween the different motifs is clearly recognisable;
the vase, the patravalli, the scrolls and the column.
Apart from this combination, however,an abstrac-
tion and a loss of meaning can also be observed.
Thus, the spreading leaves of the vase on the
pishtaq of Iltutmish always point outwards to the
column,i. e. in the upper range downwardstothe
bottom. Inside the grave,
ranges of the vase always points upward. It seems
that the vase motif develops into a single element,
which can be later combinedas abovethe northern
entrance of the ‘ala’-i darwaza (fig. 6), at the
beginning of the reign of ‘Ala’ al-Din Khaldji
(r. 1296-1316).

In addition to the afore-mentioned Islamization
of Indian, pre-Islamic patterns under Iltutmish, a
direct adoption of patterns from the Islamic cul-
ture area also takes place. The inscriptions in
particular exemplify this. Thus, the inscriptions
increasingly becomea determining elementof the

element which was developed under

form is

columns and

however, the upper
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Fig. 5. Detail of the pishtaq of Iltutmish’s extension. (Photo: D. Redlinger).

architectural decoration, and the script compared
to the decoration comes even more tothe fore.
During his reign, different ka#fi ducti are intro-
duced as inscriptions into Indo-Islamic architec-
ture and form a complex inscription program
together with different naskhi dukti (fig. 5). The

latter ducti evolved further underItutmishsh, as the
development ofthe inscription decoration on the
qutb minarclearly shows, with a qualitative im-
provement of the decoration from the older ones
at the bottom to the newer once towards the top.
The interaction between the different ornamenta-
tion within the inscriptions is reduced more and
more. At the southern pishtaq another system of
complex wave scrolls below the script can be
noticed. It is, however, more abstract and less

ien than the script on the pishtaq of
Aybak(fig. 4). The northern counterpart possesses
only isolated flowers and small ornamentations,

 

whichfill out the free spaces between the respec-
tive inscriptions. At the grave, none of the naskhi

inscriptions are underlain by scrolls. This dates it
to the building phase of the northern pishtaq.
Later, at the ala’ 1 darwaza, thereare noinscrip-
tion with underlain scrolls to be found(fig.7).
Under Iltutmish, for the first time small kafi

inscriptions with the name of Godallah, al-mulk
and al-mulk li-allah appear on the intermediary
stones of the decorative columns and at other
prominent places (figs. 5; 7). Inscriptions with

  
similar contents and at the same locations are Fig. 6. Detail of the northern entrance to the ‘ala’-i dar-
likewise very commonineasternIran, Afghanistan waza. (Photo: D. Redlinger).  
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and central Asia in building decoration, for exam-

ple on the corner columns of the tombs between
the 11and 12" century (Flood 2001a, 141).

Aninteresting observation forall the inscrip-
tions on buildings constructed under Iltutmish is

that in addition to the religious inscriptions, like
those from the Koran and hadith, all nonreligious
inscriptions were also written in Arabic. Does this
possibly reflect the rulers political and cultural
orientation towards the Sunni Abbasid court? This
seems conceivable, since the status of Iltutmish as
an official nasir amir al-mu ‘minin appointed by
Baghdadis also made explicit in the inscriptions.
This emphasis of the Arabic language perhaps
reflects the self-perception of the Muslimelite in
India, who were confronted with the Islamization
of a non-Muslim majority similar to that met in
the first wave of conquests by the Arab Muslims
in the 7century. At that time, particularly under
Abd al-Malik, the Arabic language became an
important means for the cultural expression and
indication of Muslim identity within the develop-
ing Muslim realm in northern India. Apart from
the Arabic language, however, different Koran
stira, such as the sara al-fath or the Throne verse

(II, 255), postulate an ideal Muslimrule, the tasks
of the Muslim municipality, the martyr’s death,the
pacification of the dar al-harb, the increasing
victory of Islam over the disbelievers and their
punishments. Another s#ra, namely the sara
XXXVI, which appears very frequently in the
inscriptions of the grave, deals with eschatological
subjects, which althoughused in the Muslim death
rite are usually found (Leisten 1998, 86), however,
in the Islamic building decoration. They probably

 

Southernfaceofthe ‘ala’-Fig. 7.
i darwaza. (Photo: D. Redlinger).

 

function as an aide mémoire for the growing

Muslim municipality.
Under ‘Ala’ al-Din Khaldji, the independent

Muslim empire on the subcontinent expanded.
Through the immigration of a large number of
scholars, craftsmen and statesmen from Transox-
ania, Central Asia and Iran, who were fleeing
from the Mongols, Delhi became a major centre
of Islamic art and culture during this period.
With his formal acknowledgment of the collapse
of the Abbasid khalifa in Baghdad, ‘Ala’ al-Din
Khaldji entered into direct competition with the
large, remaining Muslim dynasties such as the
Mamuluks in Egypt. As a symbol of thelegit-
imacy of his rule, ‘Ala’ al-Din Khaldji uses the

laqab nasir amir al-mu ‘minin inthe inscriptions.
Under ‘Ala’ al-Din Khaldji the guwwa al-islam
mosque kept its function as the most important
religious andpolitical building in which the khutba
was read. For the purpose of providing the
increasing Muslim municipality with an adequate
place for prayer, and giving a clear religious and
manorial sign, it was extended at around 1311
with another row of colonnades, an extension
of the baram, another tower, and an archway
known as ala’-i darwaza. Apart from the ‘ala’-
i darwaza, these extensions remained largely
incomplete due to the sudden death of the ruler.
Owing to the otherwise inexplicable location at
the southeast wall of the extension of Iltutmish,

and the lack of symmetry with the preexisting
buildings, there are grounds for the supposition
that it was planned to pull down parts of the
colonnades of his predecessor’s constructions in
order to build such an outsized court mosque.
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During the rule of ‘Ala’ al-Din Khaldji, the

‘ala’-i darwaza formsthe climax to anarchitectural
development which was to influence to a large
extent the following Indo-Islamic architecture. The
following examples provide evidence that a form
of building decoration was developedin this phase
that no longertries to express Muslimarchitecture
through native elements as is the case with the
squinchesof Iltutmish. Rather, a conscious attempt
is made to develop an independent Islamic archi-
tecture with a strong regional character, and thus
to distinguish itself against the large Muslim cul-
tural and political centres existing at that time in
places like Egypt by purposefully integrating styl-
ised or Islamized regional motives as well as
increasingly assuming elements from Persia, Tran-
soxania and Central Asia.
A good example of the integration and advance-

ment of architectural and decorative elements is
the ‘ala’-i darwaza, where for instance the elegant
squinches are used for the conversion of a square
room into a genuine dome through a numberof
stepped horseshoe arches. Although the origin of
this construction is observable, for example, in the
mausoleumof Kiz Bibi in Marv (10°~-11" century),
and has clear roots in the mud-brick-based archi-
tecture of Transoxania, it clearly shows the excel-
lent craftsmanship which was perfected under the
rule of ‘Ala’ al-Din Khaldji. In addition, the true
arch, as opposedto the corbelled construction of
his predecessors, is used in the guwwa al-islam
complex for the first time under his rule. It
demonstrates the intensified use of architectural
elements from other Islamic culture areas. Also of
interest, however, is the arch of the gate at the
northern entrance of the building. In addition, the
Islamic technique of constructing a true archis also
used for the trefoil arch at the northern entrance
in a design of Indian origin. Here the vase patterns
mentioned above were again arranged as single
patterns independent of their original function.

The ornamental evolution following the rule of
Iltutmish, such as the strong stylisation of vegetal
patterns in connection with geometrical patterns
and an emphasis on theinscriptions under‘Ala’ al-
Din Khaldji, takes place in a separate phase of the
development. In similarity to the architecture of
his predecessor, the ornamentation, such as the
division into right-angledareas of inscriptions and
decoration, follows Islamic models. This develop-
ment includes the use of patterns of “infinite
correspondence” such as the star-and-hexagon
pattern in the jali (fig. 7) or inside the gateway.
However, the variety of patterns like the scroll
systems, abates significantly and the decoration of
the gate appears morestructured and morevisible
in relation to the grave or the pishtaq of his
predecessors. The decoration is structured for the
eye of the beholder through the contrastingeffect
of white marble and red sandstone. Thus kapdta
with candrasala indicate in the lower part an area

for the foundation and in the middle part of the
gate a secondfloor. The virtuoso use of different
techniques in connection with different building
materials shows the degree of sophistication in the
craftsmanship. From the integration of native
motives into this decorative schema, for example
the cornices, one can infer that under‘Ala’ al-Din
Khaldji local workshops had been formed that
were particularly capable in the treatment of
materials in this special pattern repertoire. Besides
Islamic motives like the so-called “spearheaded
arches” on apertures, gates and blind windows, a
number of elements are found which are unique
to the Indian culture area. They support anddivide
the remaining décor — like the kapdta cornices or
the semicircular patterns between the windows,
which are both made of white marble. Frequently,
these mostly organic elements form part of the
geometrical décor, as for example in the interior
as flowers in the star-and-hexagon pattern oras
rosettes in the four blind windowsin the upper
level of the gateway. These patterns, which also
appearin buildings developed at the same time as
the guwwaal-islam mosque or evenearlier, seem
to have been established as a firm component of
the Indo-Islamic architectural canon and nolonger
as pure elements of Indian sacral architecture.

Besides the decorative elements, the cultural
self-image of the ruler is expressed most clearly
in the inscriptions. The inscriptions are almost
exclusively formed in undecorated naskhi with
long strokes. Most inscriptions, all of them written
in the Persian language andplaced at prominent
points aroundthe central arches, are dedicated to
the eulogy of the ruler and mention him among
the greatest, noblest and wisest leaders of the
Islamic world like Solomon [Sulayman] at the
eastern and southern entrance, Darius [Dara] and
Alexander [Iskandar] at the eastern and western
entrance, and Moses [Misa] at the southern En-
trance. The Solomonicseal in the archway empha-
sizes the connection to the legendary ruler who
is mentioned in the Koran (XXVII, 15-44). In
addition, ‘Ala’ al-Din Khaldji is portrayed as an

innovator and propagator of the Islamic faith, as
a founderof religious buildings, as a leader in the
battle against unbelievers, and as the destroyer of
places of idol worship and drinking houses. In the
inscriptions he compares his own mosque with the
holy sites of Mecca and Medina. The few sara and
hadith inscriptions written in Arabic support the

non-religious content and serve to legitimise the
manorial image, suggesting the ideal type of Muslim
ruler over a dar al-amma. In consideration of
these inscriptions andthe extraordinarily splendif-
erous decoration, it can be assumed that the
building played an important role in court cere-
mony andin the representation of the manorial
program. Thusthe ‘ala’-i darwaza became a sym-
bol of Muslim rule, which nevertheless hadits
roots on the Indian subcontinent. The use of the  
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Persian language instead of Arabic in the inscrip-
tions suggests that the Muslimrealmregardeditself
as protector of the Persian speaking Muslim com-
munity and thus formed a counterweight to the
Arabic speaking culture area of the Mamluks in

Egypt.

CONCLUSION

Onthe basis of specified decorative elements in
the quwwa al-islam mosque, an architectural de-
velopment canbe reconstructed whose three main
phases reflect the changing cultural and political
situation of the Muslim realm in northern India.
In the first building phase under Aybak, aninte-
grationof already existing regional traditions took
place. One reasonfor this was that the newrulers
were dependent ontheassistance of native crafts-
men and architects, since after the conquest of
northern India skilled Islamic artisans were hardly
available. These native workers had to create an
architecture on the basis of vague instructions from
the “lama’, and corresponding to their perception
of Muslim requirements. Since the technical knowl-
edge and decorative concepts ofthese native crafts-
men at times strongly deviated from those in the
rest of the Islamic world, as in the case of
squinches and arches, in most cases only one
approximation to Islamic models could be devel-
oped. In addition, the conquerors were faced with
a highly developed architectural and decorative
tradition similar to that faced by the Muslims in
the 7century after having conqueredthe eastern
Mediterranean Sea, whose integration into its own
architecture wasrealized both for reasons of pres-
tige and aesthetic considerations. This integration,
discernable in the use of the spolia and columns,
served to bridge the cultural gap between the
different religions. This also includes the contex-
tual assumption of elements, such as the
kirttimukha, on the columns and below the in-

scription at one entrance.
After Delhi became a sultanat under Iltutmish,

an increasing Islamization of architectural and
decorative elements took place. This Islamization
occurs on the one handthroughanabstraction and
geometricization of different pre-existing vegetal
elements. Thus, for example, the wave scrolls
become more shallow cut andstylized. The dec-
orative motifs, such as the vase pattern, partially
lose their original meaning and develop as a pure
decorative element. Other elements, like the block-
corbels in the form of a shrine under the dome
of the tomb were Islamized throughthe insertion
of the name allah. At this time, a group of
craftsmen emerged who experimented with ele-
ments of Indian and Islamic architecture to develop
a synthesis of both cultural areas as can be seen
in-the construction of the squinches in the grave.
This increasing importance of the Muslimfaith and
its culture can be compared to therising signif-

icance of the sultanat and its formal integration as
part of the ‘Abbasid empire. This is made explicit
by elements that are taken directly from the
Islamic cultural areas. These include beside deco-
rative elements, like the pseudo-mibrab on the
pishtaq of the first extension, the use of the new
kafi ducti. In addition, the exclusive use of the
Arabic language showsthe connection to the Sunni
ruling family in Baghdad.

In the last period after the foundation of a
sovereign Muslim Empire in northern India under
‘Ala’ al-Din Khaldji, an architectural canon became
established. At that time a series of outstanding
artists, most of whom were refugees fromcentral
Asia, Transoxania and Persia became available to
the rulers in Delhi. In addition, a large group of
craftsmen must already have been established in
Delhi at this time, and were specialized in the work
of Islamic building. Thus it is not surprising that
architecture took its cues from Muslim models,as
can beseenin the squinch constructionin the @la’-
i darwaza or in the decorative elements such as
the star-and-hexagon pattern. Onthe other hand,
however, a huge variety of Indian elements exist,
for example kapéta cornices with candrasala, which
give the architectural evolution its own character-
istics with certain regional elements. This devel-
opmentof its ownarchitectural canon, showing the
political and cultural independence of the realm,
can be seen as a demonstration of the sovereignty
of this northern Indian realm against the existing
Islamic dynasties of the Mediterranean Sea and
Mesopotamia. This is alsoreflected in the inscrip-
tions, whichpraise ‘Ala’ al-Din Khaldji as an ideal
Muslim ruler over a realm which, apart from the
Egyptian Mamluk dynasty, stood as the last bul-
wark against the Mongols, and as place of safety
for refugees from central Asia, Transoxania and
eastern Persia.
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